
VX2263SMHL 22” (21.5" viewable) 
Full HD SuperClear® IPS LED 
multimedia display with 2ms response time, HDMI and 
MHL connectivity

VX2263Smhl
 

The ViewSonic VX2263Smhl is a 22” (21.5" viewable) Full HD multimedia display with HDMI and MHL / HDMI 
connectivity to connect with various high definition devices and mobile devices. Featuring SuperClear® IPS 
technology, 178 degrees wide viewing angle and 95% sRGB colour coverage delivers phenomenal colour 
performance. ClearMotiv® ultra-fast 2ms GTG(σ) response times, ViewMode and dual speakers ensures best 
audio and video quality for movie and gaming. Featuring Flicker-Free and Blue Light Filter eye-care 
technology, ECO mode, a premium frameless bezel in glossy white finish and VESA-compliant design, 
VX2263SMHL makes a great addition to any home and office.
 



SuperClear® IPS image enhancement technology with 95% sRGB coverage and wide viewing angles
ClearMotive(r) II ultra-fast 2ms GtG (σ) response time for blur free image
MHL / HDMI, HDMI and VGA inputs for flexible connectivity
Dual integrated stereo speakers for high-quality sound effects
Frameless, glossy white design and support VESA mount
ViewMode scenario settings for accurate digital content rendering
Flicker-Free, Low Blue Light technology for comfortable viewing

 

SuperClear® IPS Image Enhancement 
Technology with 95% sRGB coverage and wide 
viewing angles
SuperClear® Image Enhancement Technology delivers the best colour performance and extends display 
viewing angles to 178 degrees both horizontally and vertically. Experience accurate and vivid colours with 
consistent levels of brightness whether looking at the screen from above, below, the front, or the side—with 
no colour distortion or decay.





ClearMotiv™ II ultra-fast 2ms response times 
for blur-free action
ViewSonic’s exclusive ClearMotiv™ II imaging technology delivers ultra-fast 2 millisecond liquid crystal 
response times, creating smooth images without streaking, blurring or ghosting. This blazing-fast response 
time is perfect for the most graphic-intense gaming needs, and just as great for watching sports or action 
movies.

MHL functionality for easy connection to mobile 
devices
Integrated with Mobile High-Definition Link (MHL), the VX2263Smhl enables users to connect compatible 
mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, directly to the monitor. This allows digital content from 
mobile devices to be viewed in stunning Full HD resolution on the larger screen of the VX2263Smhl, while 
also simultaneously charging the batteries of their mobile device.



Dual HDMI Inputs for Diverse Full HD 
Connectivity
HDMI is the highest, future-proof video standard, guaranteed for true digital picture clarity. Equipped with 
two sets of HDMI inputs, the VX2263Smhl display allows you to connect to a variety of HD devices including 
gaming consoles, Blu-ray players, laptop PCs, digital cameras, and many others for the ultimate true high-
definition experience.



Dual integrated stereo speakers
The ViewSonic VX2263Smhl has two integrated 2W stereo speakers for enhanced multimedia performance 
with crystal-clear stereo sound.



Full HD 1080p for Superior Pixel Performance
The ViewSonic VX2263Smhl features Full HD 1920x1080 resolution for amazing clarity and detail whether it 
be while gaming or enjoying the latest in multimedia entertainment. A 16:9 widescreen ratio shows more 
images than conventional 5:4 screen and minimizes eye fatigue.



Sleek Frameless Bezel Design
The distinctive and stylish ViewSonic’s VX2263Smhl fuses a frameless bezel design into a stylish black glossy 
design, making it a great addition to your home. In addition, the frameless design provides a seamless multi-
screen viewing experience.



Game Mode for Higher Visibility in Dark Scenes
With just the press of a button, gain a competitive edge when playing your favourite video games. Game 
Mode provides enhanced visibility and detail by highlighting dark scenes without over-exposing the bright 
areas. This lets you see your opponents’ every move, even in the darkest scenes of a video game.



Eco-mode conserves more energy and cuts costs
ViewSonic’s proprietary Eco-mode energy-saving feature is built into all LED displays, offering "Optimize 
(75%)" or "Conserve (50%)" settings that save up to 25% of electricity costs. In low ambient light, Eco-mode 
adjusts brightness and improves visibility, while reducing eye fatigue. With Eco-mode, the lifespan of the LED 
backlighting is also greatly increased.



Better color accuracy with color management
ViewSonic’s built-in colour management system maintains strict standards for colour temperature and white 
balance correction to ensure the most accurate white level for image rendering. Different OSD colour settings 
(Bluish, Cool, Native, Warm) allow you to match different colour temperature settings and create a more 
comfortable working environment – wherever you are. Calibrated to be 100% consistent from screen-to-
screen, each monitor displays the exact same colours and sRGB settings as your original HD-device source 
images.



VESA-Mountable
The ViewSonic VX2263Smhl features a 100 x 100mm VESA-mountable design that allows you to mount the 
display on a monitor stand or on a wall, depending on your specific needs. You can easily detach the base by 
unscrewing four screws and then mounting the display on its new stand or wall mount.

 

 

Technical Specifications

LCD PANEL Type 22" (21.5" viewable) IPS LED

Resolution 1920 x 1080

Display Area 476 x 268 mm

Brightness 250 cd/m2

Contrast Ratio 1000:1 (typ)



Dynamic Contrast Ratio 50M:1

Viewing Angles 178°/178° (typ)

Response Time 2 ms (GtG)

Colours 16.7M

Colour Gamut 95% sRGB coverage

CONNECTOR Video D-sub x1 HDMI x 1 MHL / HDMI x 1

Audio Out 3.5mm plug x 1

Audio Input 3.5mm plug x 1

SPEAKERS 1.5 Watt (x2)

POWER Power External Adapter , 3-pin plug (CEE22) x1

Voltage AC 100-240V (Universal); 50/60 Hz

Consumption 20W

Optimize 17 W

Conserve 14 W

ERGONOMICS Tilt -5 ~ +15 degrees

SPECIAL FEATURES SuperClear® IPS
2ms
MHL / HDMI
Game mode
ViewMode
Flicker-Free
Blue Light Filter

WALL MOUNT VESA® 100 x 100 mm

OPERATING 
CONDITIONS Temperature 0°C ~ 40°C

Humidity 10% to 90% (no condensation)

DIMENSIONS Physical with stand 
(mm)

498.8 x 387.7 x 164 mm

Physical without stand 
(mm)

498.8 x 312.4 x 41.0 mm

Packaging (mm) 560 x 392 x 132 mm

WEIGHT Net with stand (kg) 2.9 kg

Net without stand (kg) 2.6 kg

Gross (kg) 4.5 kg



REGULATIONS CE EMC, ErP, CB, CU, UkrSEPRO, FCC, UL, EnergyStar 6.0, EPEAT Silver, 
RoHS Green BOM List & RoHS DoC, REACH SVHC List & DoC, WEEE, 
WHQL Windows 8

PACKAGE CONTENTS Power Cable, Adaptor, D-Sub Video Cable, HDMI Cable, Audio Cable, 
Quick Start Guide, ViewSonic Wizard CD-ROM

ViewSonic® Limited Warranty

ViewSonic provides customers with the security of a manufacturers warranty against defected products. The 
type and duration of the applicable warranty service varies by product type, country of purchase and can 
also vary on an individual basis according to customer requirements agreed at time of purchase. The 
warranty will expire after the end of the warranty period.

For more product information, visit us at www.viewsoniceurope.com
All rights reserved by ViewSonic Corporation. All other Corporate names and trademarks are the property of their respective 
companies. E&EO. All prices and specifications are subject to change without written notice. Images are for illustrative purpose 
only. Terms & Conditions Apply.


